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Occupy Economics Toronto, Nov 26th 2013
path to economics of the 21st century
Part five

The Nature of
Economic Information
Facilitator: Dix Sandbeck
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Zuccotti Park, May 2013: Occupy rejected existing institutions of
education that are blind to surging inequalities and environmental neglect .

•
•
•

Economics information is part of the sum of socio-organic phenomena that
unfold within path-dependant cultural spaces, and, as such, formed by social
institutions and structures that inhabit whatever given cultural space they exist in.
That means that economic information must be understood in perspectives that
acknowledge their embedment in culture-specific spaces.
This view contrast with the neoclassical notions of economic information, mainly
considered consisting of impartial price signalling governed by economic ‘laws’
that transcends cultural and social specificities.
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Information are products of norms and socialized group-think. In an
entertainment flooded culture, media prioritize the sensational over substance.

•
•
•

The social embedment of economic information occurs in a reflexive way: while
the information is framed by the surrounding social structures, it is also part of
that which spurs changes in the structures they embed in.
An important aspect of socio-economic institutions is that they develop streams of
recurrent patterns that often produce routines of agents: shoe shops will continue
to sell shoes, stock traders to trade stocks, etc.
When economic events occur with networks of routinized actions, information
will develop coded aspects, only understandable by insiders.
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play an important
• Information
role in initiating pattern formation
within social spaces.
how information
• Understanding
originates and spreads through
cultural time-spaces is therefore
an important analytical task.
with many other aspects,
• As
neoclassical economics, it has not
developed a substantive
information theory.
relies on the assumption that
• Itprices
are the primary economic

“To understand is to perceive
patterns”
Isaiah Berlin

information signals, but fails to
acknowledge that price signals are
shaped by the social patterns and
power envelopes that surround
the economic events.
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•
•
•
•

Worship of higher beings is a confirmation of cosmological beliefs about nature and life.

Information can be divided into three types: cultural, social and operational.
Cultural information is relating to artistic creation and how individuals and societies
perceive and understand the cosmos around them.
Mythologies, religions and ideologies create cultural information that are collages of
knowledge that are framed by the norms evolving in the cultural spheres of societies.
Knowledge collages are transmitted as information from generation to generation
either in written (religious) texts, or, in pre-literate societies, by poetic myths.
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Information is often of mixed - thus, information about a concert is social, non-economic;
but the information about the ticket price is economic.

•
•

Social information relates to events in networks of a social nature that one
connects to; for instance family, group of friends, or people with whom one shares
leisure activities.
This type of information is typically not operational, i.e. it doesn’t require
responding actions; or, if so, the focus of responding actions are of a non-economic
type (although secondary economic gate events sometimes are necessary, for
instance buying the concert ticket).
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Sun Zi’s “The Art of War”, the famous ancient Chinese treatise on strategy, delves into the
importance of acquiring operational information about the enemy.

third type of information is operational information, which is sought because
• The
operational decisions have to be made.
related to economic events belongs to this category. Another
• Information
example of operational information is military intelligence.
information is dispersed by communication, which in modern times
• Operational
increasingly is dependant upon the capabilities created by electronics and the
cyberspace constituted by the Internet.
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Notice
the next
tower
in the line
seen here in
the distance

Excursion to a French semaphore line

Museum reconstruction of
interior of Swedish system

to send operational information over distances faster than human couriers
• Attempts
could carry it are not new. Thus, indigenous tribes of North America used smoke

•
•

signal, and navies for long used flag signalling between ships.
The semaphore, or optical telegraph, was invented in France in 1793. It used coded
movements of arms on top of towers within telescopic sight of each other.
It became an important system for operational information transmission in use in
many countries until replaced by the electric telegraph in mid-19th century.
Note to readers of “The Count of Monte Cristo”: in this novel “telegraph” refers to the semaphore, not electrical telegraph..
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17th century Dutch
satire over market
speculators

•
•
•

Building on the notion of price signals as the main information conduit, standard
economics adds the simplifying assumption that such information spreads in
perfect patterns and therefore becomes more or less equally available to all
participating agents, who all are considered to be rational self-maximizers.
Accordingly, economic agents react in common and predictable ways, mandated
by the mythical economic laws.
For the economists, these assumption have the added advantage that they allow
for rigid model construction with mathematically derivable results.
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A lemon for sale

“In a market with asymmetric information, knowledge that there
are undetectable bad apples drives down the prices of the good”*

•
•
•
•

Due to the obvious discrepancies between reality and the assumptions, a theory of
asymmetric information (AI) was developed within a neoclassical framework.
AI was considered generally solvable by screening, although this in many cases will
incur prohibitive costs, giving rise to imperfect market functions.
For example, sellers of used cars know more about defects than buyers, an asymmetry
that only can be eliminated if buyers pay a mechanic to screen all offered cars.
When screening is impossible, or too costly, adverse selection becomes a risk. This
makes buyers reluctant to pay much more than the value of bad cars.
* George Akerlof “The Market for Lemons” (1972). Akerlof was later awarded the Nobel prize for this contribution.
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Bay Street - different social skills and aspirations meet in a cultural setting that is
framed by the financial world’s money fetishism.

Since economic events exists in social spaces, the economic practices of those
engaged in the events are formed by variable socio-economic factors, e.g.:

•
•
•

Position in power structured, unequal societies.
Differences in the social skills that enable information decoding and determine
the level of efficiency with which it translates into subsequent economic activity.
Prevalent norms in the cultural specificity the events embed in.
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•
•
•

East African market, preserving a market structure similar to that of medieval
European towns.

Information arise from events, and it flows as discrete information packets
through the communication networks that connect the engaged social actors.
The neoclassical information assumption is only approximated in open markets,
such as the ones existing in the market towns of pre-modern Europe, and still
today in many developing countries.
In open markets, unconnected by modern communication devices, information
can only be obtained by attending the market session, where all attendees equally
can inspect all goods on sale and easily compare all prices.

Perfect information only exists in artificial worlds, like the games of chess and go,
where all relevant information is created by the position on the board: open, nonmanipulative and equally visible to all. (Picture - Budapest public baths)
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•
•
•
•

In today’s world, economic events occur within highly complex networks.
A consequence is that information tends to concentrate in institutionalized form
within large corporations, or interest-captured educational and political institutions.
Under such contexts, information tends to be carefully guarded, opening up for
information manipulation and biased targeting in the service of the special interests
wielding institutional control (or back door influence).
Moreover, the social skills and matching knowledge that we saw are needed to
decode information—and to spot manipulations and biases—are distributed
unevenly along curves that are partial functions of complexity factors.
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Oude Beurs in
Antwerpen from the
late 15 century is
E u r o p e ’s o l d e s t
commodity exchange
building.

•
•
•

When economic activities began to transcend the scope of local markets, and
commodities begin to be traded between distant regions, a new type of markets,
commodity exchanges, came into being.
At first, inter-regional trade in wool, textiles and other commodities took place at
seasonal fairs, such as the Champagne Fairs*.
However, by the 15th century, some market locations became permanent and moved
into ‘bourses’: buildings built specifically to accommodate this purpose.
* The modern silver weight, a troy ounce, is named after Troyes, one of the Champagne Fair towns.
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By the early 1600s,
Amsterdam had
become Europe’s
leading economic
centre and its Beurs
began to trade in
paper obligations,
the precursors to
modern stocks and
bonds.

•
•
•

In commodity exchanges, goods are not present, thus economic information became
indirect, replacing information based on direct observation in open markets.
After commodity exchanges had emerged, it didn’t take long for them to also trade
in currencies, bills of exchange and even future contracts (e.g. the tulip bulb mania).
For all such types of exchanges, receiving and decoding indirect information became
essential. Bourse contracts were proto-derivatives, based on information about
commodities and monies (e.g. currencies) not physically present, and therefore not
directly verifiable at the bourse, but dependent on information decoding.
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One of the biggest
manipulations of
business information
in modern times was
perpetrated by the
CEO and CFO of
Enron.

•
•
•

At originating points, the final shape of economic information are created, not by the
events that underlay it, but by the humans who interpret the events and then
transform their interpretations to information bits that are passed along.
Information takes on a string-like nature when its bits by means of communication
passes through economic networks.
Motives for information creation on the basis of underlying events must be
considered by recipients. Like poker bidding, the information can from the start be
manufactured and false (Enron, Madoff, the Bree-X gold stock fraud, etc.).
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In the den of an algorithmically powered financial transactions node.

•
•
•
•

After discrete information packet are formed, recipients can be either private
individuals, persons in agency roles, or computers containing coded instructions.
The involved individuals (including IT professionals) have differences in social skills,
risk tolerances and pattern recognizing abilities, all aspects which will influence
decisions regarding operational reactivity and eventual information pass-on.
In financial markets, reactivity is increasingly dependent upon computer algorithms
designed according to experts’ views of current trends and outlier distributions.
The algorithms evaluate received information and either pass it on to selected
human recipients, or issue buy/sell orders to automated market functions.
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•
•
•

The fact that information propagates as discrete packets through social networks
doesn't preclude that originators can emit identical strings to many recipients.
When information strings pass through social networks, some downstream
agents might hold it in an exclusive possession for some time,
Exclusive possession, once again, opens up possibilities for manipulative gains.
Insider trading is generally the result of such situations, and probably much more
pervasive than statistics based on criminal convictions would suggest.
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In our information-rich world, social influences are increasingly transmitted through
handheld communication devices, which however often connect us to superfluous
information that becomes distractions and attention hoggers.

•
•
•

The flip-side of information emission is information reception.
In the information-rich world of cyberspace-connected social networks, the
reverse problem of over-abundance of information has risen to the forefront.
In this environment, it has become a critical social skill to be able to focus on
the information and knowledge most relevant for one’s social, economic and
political situations; and ignore the rest of the myriad of distractions and
attention-hogging information bits that constantly bombard us from all sides.
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Occupy Economics Toronto

See you next time
Occupy Portland dances around the Golden Calf,

